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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of an integrated, hands-on, project-based approach to
instructing Mechanical Engineering freshmen in computer programming at the University of
Utah. It is desired that students completing this course are proficient in programming both in
MATLAB and Arduino C, both of which are used in subsequent courses in the Mechanical
Engineering program. The basic idea behind our approach is to motivate student learning using a
concrete engineering application in the form of a hands-on team project with an end-of-semester
competition. The lectures, labs, assignments, and project are all purposefully integrated and
synchronized to demonstrate key engineering applications of computer programming and to
prepare students for the competition.
This paper describes the structure and content of the course, including the nature of the
competition, and illustrates how the integration and synchronization of the course content is
achieved. Quantitative metrics of the outcomes of the course are provided, including results from
student course evaluations, surveys, and exams. Results to date indicate an increase in both
programming competency and satisfaction with the learning experience.
1. Introduction
We have recently implemented an integrated, hands-on, project-based approach to instructing
Mechanical Engineering students in computer programming at the University of Utah. Our new
course serves as an introduction to computer programming for freshmen in Mechanical
Engineering, preparing students in particular for a sophomore-level Numerical Methods course
and a junior-level Mechatronics sequence. It is desired that students completing this course are
proficient in programming both in MATLAB (which will be extensively used throughout the
Mechanical Engineering curriculum) and in Arduino C (which will be used in the Mechatronics
sequence).
Teaching computer programming to mechanical engineering students has historically been a
challenge, since they may not be gifted in this area and often struggle to see the relevance of
computer programming to engineering while still freshmen. The basic idea behind our approach
is to motivate student learning using a concrete engineering application in the form of a handson, microcontroller-based team project with an end-of-semester competition.
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Other engineering programs have also introduced microcontroller-based instruction and projects
to motivate and engage students in introductory programming courses. The Handy Board was an
early microcontroller option, used, for example, by Avanzato at Penn State Abington College to

control Lego-based autonomous mobile robots1 and by Azemi et al. at Penn State to interface
with “tankbot” kits.2 More recently, a breadboard microcontroller kit from Machine Science, Inc.
was incorporated into the introductory programming course at Northeastern University, enabling
students to interface with sensors and other electronic components.3 Not surprisingly, Arduino
microcontrollers are also becoming a popular choice, and have been integrated into introductory
programming courses for applications ranging from robotics (e.g., robotic manipulators at West
Virginia University4) to sustainability (e.g., solar modules at UC Davis5). While these examples
of microcontroller-based projects are all “hands-on” in the sense they interface with the physical
world via sensors, actuators, and other electronics, they often lack the type of hands-on
mechanical manipulation/construction desired by Mechanical Engineering students, either
because they are more electronics-based,3,5 or because the students are provided with preconstructed or off-the-shelf robotic or mechatronic platforms.1,4
One of the key features of our course is that it teaches students to program both in MATLAB and
C, and in that order. This brings up two potential criticisms. First, is it reasonable for engineering
students to learn two languages in one semester? Second, is it really necessary to require
mechanical engineering students to program in C? We answer these two questions as follows.
First, while it is common to spend an entire semester on either MATLAB4,5 or C,1 some other
programs are also teaching both MATLAB and C.2,3,6 One reason we believe that this approach
works for our program is that many advanced MATLAB topics such as matrix algebra,
regression tools, and ODE solvers are covered in our required sophomore-level Numerical
Methods course. In addition, students who desire to learn advanced topics in C can opt to take
our technical elective course on object-oriented programming for interactive systems.
Second, in an ideal world, students could perhaps program their Arduinos in MATLAB as well,
and we could do away with the C programming in this course. While there is, in fact, a
MATLAB toolbox for Arduino, the MATLAB code in this case is not actually compiled to run
on the Arduino, but rather the MATLAB code runs on a PC and communicates via the serial port
with the Arduino, which is running its own general-purpose program.4,5 This limits what one can
do with the Arduino, and does not lend itself to projects where the Arduino must operate
untethered from the PC, which is the case in our junior-level Mechatronics projects, and also
many of the students’ Senior Design projects. Therefore, for the foreseeable future, as Arduinos
are becoming increasingly ubiquitous in engineering education, we believe it is worthwhile to
teach both MATLAB and C.
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The lectures, labs, assignments, and project in our course are all integrated to demonstrate key
engineering applications of computer programming, including general engineering problem
solving, data analysis and fitting, design optimization, control of mechatronic systems, data
visualization and image analysis, and graphical user interfaces and simulation. Moreover, we
have carefully designed the lectures, labs and assignments to be both relevant and synchronized
to the progression of the project leading to the end-of-semester competition. Each week, a new

programming topic is introduced in lecture, that same topic is applied in lab towards a facet of
the project, and the weekly assignment includes one or more Project Programming Problems
(PPPs). The code the students write for the PPPs is ultimately integrated and used in the
competition. Unique to our approach is that both MATLAB and C (including their interaction via
serial communication) are integral to the project. In addition, each team constructs (from a kit)
its own mechatronic apparatus for the competition, which is anticipated to increase buy-in to the
programming assignments. The construction activities are distributed throughout the semester in
a just-in-time manner, such that the project programming assignment for a given week relies on
the piece of the apparatus that was just constructed.
In Section 2 of this paper, we will describe the nature of the project and final competition. In
Section 3, we will present the structure and content of the course, illustrating the integration and
synchronization of lectures, labs, and assignments. In Section 4, we will assess the outcomes of
the course by presenting results from student course evaluations and surveys, and a comparison
of exam performance.
2. Project and Competition
The specific project we designed required the students to control a mechatronic device to hit
targets with ping pong balls. Each student was given an all-in-one Arduino compatible
microcontroller (DFRobot RoMeo V2, www.dfrobot.com), which they keep at the end of the
semester. Each team of two students was given a kit of assorted Makeblock parts (Makeblock is
an open source construction platform, www.makeblock.cc), which is returned at the end of the
semester. The Makeblock platform was chosen because of the variety of mechatronics parts
available (motors, servos, beams, links, etc), ease of integration with other custom components,
and reconfigurable yet robust quality that gives it more of an engineering feel compared with
Lego kits. The teams assembled identical mechatronic devices (Figure 1) that used DC motors
and homemade linear encoders to position the cannon, servomotors and fourbar linkages to
change the launch angle, and homemade solenoids to launch the ping pong balls. Each team also
built a reloading mechanism with an additional servomotor that would dispense additional ping
pong balls onto their launcher, enabling them to take a total of six shots.
For the competition, the teams were provided with an image file with six embedded target
locations (Figure 2) corresponding to actual locations of targets on the competition playing field
(Figure 3). The teams were required to compose a MATLAB program that would load the image
file, compute the centroids of the targets (red squares), and transmit the coordinates to the
Arduino RoMeo microcontroller using serial communication. They were then required to
compose a program in Arduino C that received the target coordinates, computed the launcher
positioning necessary to hit the targets, and controlled their launcher device to execute the
necessary shots.
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Figure 1. Mechatron
nic Ping Pong Launcheer

2 Target Im
mage and Aliignment
Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Competitiion Playing Field
Teams were
w awarded
d 1 point for correctly accquiring eachh target centrroid in MAT
TLAB, and 3
points for each directt hit (ball lan
nded directly
y in the hole on the fly), for a total of 24 possiblee
points. In
n the event of
o a tie, the teeam whose launcher
l
finiished the quiickest was ggiven the
advantag
ge. In order to succeed, students need
ded to compllete a series of Project P
Programmingg
Problemss (PPPs) spaanning the seemester, inclluding calibrration of the physics/kineematics of thhe
device, im
mage analyssis in MATL
LAB to locatee targets, serrial communnication of taarget locationns
from MA
ATLAB to Arduino,
A
targeting in Ard
duino C usingg trajectory physics and fourbar linkkage
kinematics, and contrrol of the serrvomotor, so
olenoid, and DC motor/eencoder.
Unlike ou
ur junior-lev
vel mechatro
onics compettition, we inttentionally took all of thhe mechanicaal
design ou
ut of the pictture, requirin
ng each team
m to assemblle exactly thee same devicce, with a few
very min
nor exception
ns. Thereforee, by design,, the studentts who fared the best in tthe end-ofsemester competition
n were those who did thee best job off calibrating aand program
mming their
device. While
W
the PP
PPs generally
y guided the students to ssolve each pproblem in a particular w
way,
the rules were flexiblle enough to
o allow the sttudents to taake initiative and think of ways to altter
their prog
gramming to
o improve th
heir shooting
g accuracy annd speed. W
While the team
ms were giveen a
set of targets to practtice on durin
ng the semestter, the targeet locations aand images tthey were
provided
d on competittion day werre all new, which
w
requireed their algoorithms and ccalibrations to be
robust.
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All of thee teams weree generally able
a to get th
he 6 points fo
for correctly acquiring thhe targets in
MATLA
AB. Most of the
t teams weere able to geet points forr hitting at leeast one or m
more of the
targets. A few of the teams hit all six targets at one pointt or another dduring practice, but onlyy one
team wass able to do it
i on the com
mpetition day
y. The tie-brreaker rule ddid come intoo play into
determin
ning second and
a third plaace winners. Students whhose teams pplaced in thee top 10% weere
given thee option of sk
kipping the final
f
exam, but
b only if thheir semesteer grades werre above thee

class average. In our experience, this is very strong motivation for students to do well in the
competition.
One final important point to note is that unlike other mechatronics competitions we have done in
the past, we intentionally formed teams of two students (rather than three or four), which really
forced all the students to have a hand in the programming of their device. This required us to
purchase kits of Makeblock parts for 70 teams, which was a significant up-front investment
(~$300/team), but one that we feel is well justified.
3. Course Structure and Content
The schedule of the course is outlined in Table 1. There are two 80 minute lectures per week and
one 3 hour lab per week, with 20-24 students in each lab section. The weekly lab exercises are
carefully synchronized with the lecture topics. There is one weekly homework assignment,
which students begin in lab and then turn in the following week. There are 13 labs, but only 10
assignments. Labs 0, 6b, and 11 do not have corresponding assignments because they occur at
the beginning, midterm, and end of semester.
3.1 Lecture Content
In the first 15 lectures (7.5 weeks), the topics cover the basics of MATLAB programming,
assuming the students have had no prior programming experience. Our philosophy is that
MATLAB is a preferable language to start the students on, since the syntax is more forgiving,
and there are more built-in functions, allowing students to quickly begin to solve engineering
problems and easily visualize their results. All the basic concepts and structures of programming
are taught, and then tested on the midterm. The image processing we teach them in MATLAB is
very basic (using nested loops and conditionals to search for pixels meeting certain conditions).
The first 20 to 30 minutes of each lecture is typically a presentation of programming theory, and
then the remaining time is spent doing programming examples. Often the last 15 to 20 minutes of
lecture is devoted to discussing a particular feature of the Arduino RoMeo microcontrollers in
order to prepare students for the weekly lab exercise. The textbook used for the MATLAB
instruction is MATLAB for Engineers by Holly Moore.7
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Lectures 17-22 (3 weeks) are a compact introduction to C programming, operating on the
premise that students are already familiar with the core programming concepts of functions,
conditionals, and loops, such that now they only need to be taught the differences in syntax.
Examples are done using both Dev-C++ (a freeware version of C) and Arduino C, which have
only minor differences. We use Dev-C++ (in addition to Arduino C) because it allows students
to write programs and run them instantly without connecting to the Arduino RoMeo
microcontrollers, and is also easier for using on exams, which the students take in the computer
lab. The textbook used for the C instruction is an online interactive book by zyBooks titled
Programming in C (www.zybooks.zyante.com).

Table 1. Course Schedule
Lecture

Lecture Topics
Intro to MATLAB
Intro to Arduino

2

MATLAB Problem Solving

3

MATLAB: Built-in Functions
Arduino: Servomotors

4

MATLAB: Arrays

5

MATLAB: Arrays
Arduino: Inputs and Outputs

6

MATLAB: Plotting

7

MATLAB: Plotting
Example: Solenoid Physics

8

MATLAB: User-Defined Functions

9

MATLAB: User-Defined Functions
Arduino: Motor Terminals

10

MATLAB: Input/Output

11

MATLAB: Conditionals
Example: Linkage Kinematics

12

MATLAB: Loops

13

MATLAB: Loops

14

MATLAB: Image Processing

15

MATLAB: Image Processing

16

MIDTERM EXAM

17

Intro to C Programming

18

C: Data Types & Operations

19

C: Loops & Conditionals

20

C: Loops & Conditionals

21

C: Functions & Scope

22

C: Structures

23

25

C/MATLAB: Serial I/O
MATLAB: Data Types &
Structures
MATLAB: GUIs

26

MATLAB: GUIs

27

User-Friendly Programs

28

COMPETITION

29

Review for FINAL EXAM

24

Lab Topics

Due

0

Intro to MATLAB
Intro to Arduino

1

MATLAB: Operations & Functions
Linkage Assembly and Servos

2

MATLAB: Arrays
Arduino Inputs and Outputs, Binary
Messages

HW1

3

MATLAB: Plotting
Solenoid Fabrication

HW2

4

MATLAB: Functions
Solenoid Testing

HW3

5

MATLAB: Conditionals
Linkage Calibration

HW4

6

MATLAB: Loops
Linear Stage Assembly and Testing

HW5

6b

Reloader Assembly and Testing

HW6

7

MATLAB: Image Processing
Microswitches and IR Sensors

8

C: Loops & Conditionals
Encoders, Position Tracking

HW7

9

C: Functions
Coordinated Launcher Control

HW8

10

C and MATLAB: Serial Input/Output
Transmitting Targets Coordinates

HW9

11

Project Demos and
Competition Qualification

HW10
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1

Lab

In the final few lectures, the students are taught how to communicate back and forth between
MATLAB and Arduino C using the serial port, and how to compose a simple Graphical User
Interface (GUI) in MATLAB using the MATLAB GUIDE interface. The students are not
required to use GUIs nor are they examined on them, but some opt to use them for their final
projects. Many of the students immediately pick up on the benefits of GUIs and opt to construct
a simple GUI that loads the image file, runs their script to identify the target coordinates, and
then communicates with the Arduino RoMeo.
3.2 Lab Exercises and Assignments
In the first half of each lab, the students are guided through textbook programming exercises
corresponding to the lecture topic that week. In the second half of each lab, the students complete
a project exercise that guides them to incrementally assemble their ping pong launcher and
control it with their Arduino RoMeo microcontrollers.
In Labs 0-6, since the students do not yet know how to program in C, the students are given
canned Arduino sketches in which they typically only have to change values of variables or enter
prescribed lines of code in order to run their experiments. The exercises during these 8 weeks are
focused primarily on assembling their launcher apparatus and testing/calibrating the actuators
and linkages. The students collect data using the canned Arduino sketches, and then use
MATLAB to make plots and analyze/calibrate their data. By the end of Lab 6b, the entire
mechatronic assembly is complete and ready to be controlled in a coordinated fashion. In Labs 711, the students are actively programming in both MATLAB and C, while coordinating/testing
the control of their launchers.
Each homework assignment typically consists of three or four short textbook programming
problems, followed by one or two Project Programming Problems (PPPs) that are specifically
tailored to the mechatronic portion of that week’s lab. The students generally begin their PPPs as
part of the lab exercises and then finish them on their own time. All the problems on HW1-HW6
are required to be completed individually by each student. For HW7-HW10, the students are
allowed to engage in “pair programming” with their project partner for the PPPs and turn in one
set of code per team, since the code they develop during these final four assignments will be
directly used for the competition. For the PPPs, the students are generally given all of the physics
equations they will need. For some of the more difficult PPPs, the students are also given a
suggested pseudocode to follow.
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Lab 0
Objectives: Get acquainted with the MATLAB and Arduino IDEs (interactive development
environments). Each student is given their own Arduino RoMeo (Fig. 4) to keep. Students form
teams of two for the project.
PPP: None

Figure 4.
4 Arduino RoMeo
R
(Lab
b 0) and Can
nnon Assem
mbly (Lab 1)
Lab 1
Program
mming Objecttive: Practice using MAT
TLAB operaations and buuilt-in functiions.
Project Objective:
O
Assemble
A
the cannon porttion of the p ing pong lauuncher (Fig. 4), consistinng of
a fourbarr linkage and
d servomotorr comprised of Makebloock parts.
PPP 1: Using
U
built-in
n MATLAB
B functions and
a array opeerations, com
mpose a MA
ATLAB scrippt
that findss the optimall angle necessary to aim
m the cannon to hit a targeet.
Lab 2
Program
mming Objecttive: Practice using MAT
TLAB arrayys.
Project Objective:
O
Get
G acquainteed with Ardu
uino RoMeo analog inpuuts and outpuuts. Studentss use
their RoM
Meos to transmit binary messages to
o each other bby turning oon LEDs andd reading
phototran
nsistors (Fig. 5).
PPP 2.1: Compose a MATLAB script to deccode an arraay of binary m
messages.
PPP 2.2:: Using the meshgrid()
m
command, co
ompose a MA
ATLAB scriipt to find thhe landing
position of
o the ball when
w
both lau
unch angle and
a initial veelocity are vaaried.
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Figure 5.
5 Binary tra
ansmission between
b
Ro
oMeos usingg LEDs and photosensoors (Lab 2)

Lab 3
Program
mming Objecttive: Practicee making plo
ots in MATL
LAB.
Project Objective:
O
Bu
uild the soleenoid for sho
ooting the pinng pong ballls. Students wind the
solenoidss using a mo
otor controlleed by an Ard
duino RoMe o (Fig. 6).
PPP 3.1:: Compose a MATLAB script to com
mpute and pllot solenoid parameters (e.g., allowaable
number of
o coils, resu
ulting outer diameter,
d
esttimated forcee) as a functtion of wire ggauge.
PPP 3.2:: Compose a MATLAB script to com
mpute and pllot the veloccity of the pinng pong balll for
a range of
o masses of the solenoid
d core, assum
ming a fixed kinetic enerrgy.

Figure 6.
6 Winding a solenoid (L
Lab 3) and attaching too cannon troough (Lab 44)
Lab 4
Program
mming Objecttive: Creatin
ng and workiing with userr-defined funnctions in M
MATLAB.
Project Objective:
O
So
olenoid testing/calibratio
on. Students attach the solenoid to thheir cannonss.
They con
ntrol their servomotor an
nd solenoid using
u
the Ardduino RoMeeo to launch ping pong bballs.
They measure and reecord the lau
unch angle an
nd distance ttravelled.
PPP 4.1:: Create a MATLAB
M
fun
nction file th
hat reads the data from ann Excel file and outputs
arrays off launch anglles and distaances.
PPP 4.2:: Create a MATLAB
M
fun
nction file th
hat computess the sum-off-squared erroors between
theoretical and experrimental disttance travelleed. Use this function in cconjunction with the
fminbnd()
() function to
o find the iniitial velocity
y (Fig. 7) thaat minimizes the error.
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Lab 5
Program
mming Objecttive: Practicee using logicc and conditiionals in MA
ATLAB.
Project Objective:
O
Cannon calibrration. Studeents control ttheir servom
motor to position their fouurbar
linkages at different angles.
a
They
y measure an
nd record thee launch anggle vs. motorr angle.
M
fun
nction file th
hat uses fourbbar linkage kkinematics to compute thhe
PPP 5.1:: Create a MATLAB
launch an
ngle given th
he motor ang
gle, given a pair
p of offseet angles (Figg. 7).
PPP 5.2:: Create a MATLAB
M
fun
nction file th
hat computess the sum-off-squared erroors between
theoretical and experrimental laun
nch angles. Use
U this funcction in conjjunction withh the
fminsearch() function
n to find the offsets that minimize thhe error.

PPP 5.3:: Create a MATLAB
M
scrript and funcction files to classify a foourbar linkagge and calcuulate
its range of motion.

Figure 7.
7 Calibratio
on of trajecttory physicss (Lab 4) an
nd linkage k
kinematics (L
Lab 5)
Lab 6
Program
mming Objecttive: Practicee using loop
ps in MATLA
AB.
Project Objective:
O
Assemble
A
and
d test linear motion
m
stagee (Fig. 8). Sttudents assem
mble the lineear
motion sttage that theeir cannon asssembly sits on, consistinng of a DC m
motor and beelt-drive
mechanissm compriseed of Makeblock parts. Students
S
drivve the motorr back and foorth with theeir
Arduino RoMeos to make
m
sure itt works.
PPP: Stu
udents are asssigned textb
book problem
ms only, leavving time to study for m
midterm.

Figure 8.
8 Linear Mo
otion Stage (Lab 6) and
d Reloader M
Mechanism
m (Lab 6b)
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Lab 6b
Program
mming Objecttive: None (study for miidterm).
Project Objective:
O
Assemble
A
and
d test reloadiing mechanissm consistinng of Makebblock servom
motor
and partss (Fig. 8).
PPP: No
one (study fo
or midterm).

Lab 7
Program
mming Objecttive: Practicee working with
w images iin MATLAB
B.
Project Objective:
O
Attach
A
sensorrs for linear stage,
s
includding limit sw
witches and IR
LED/pho
otosensor forr linear enco
oder (Fig. 9)..
PPP 7: Create
C
a MA
ATLAB scrip
pt and functio
on files to looad a practice “satellite” image and
find/com
mpute the coo
ordinates of the
t centroidss of all six taargets (Fig. 22).

Figure 9.
9 Sensors fo
or Linear Motion
M
Stagee (Lab 7)
Lab 8
Program
mming Objecttive: Practicee working with
w loops annd conditionaals in C.
Project Objective:
O
Im
mplement a linear
l
encoder to measurre displacem
ment of linearr stage. The
linear enccoder is simply a strip with
w a set of black
b
and whhite stripes ((1 stripe/cm)) placed
underneaath the movin
ng IR LED/p
photosensor pair (Fig. 3)).
PPP 8.1:: Write a pro
ogram using Dev-C++ to
o compute thhe launch anggle requiredd to hit a targget at
specified
d distance (usse trajectory
y physics, and initial veloocity calibraated from Labb 4).
PPP 8.2:: Compose a sketch in Arduino
A
C to command thhe linear stagge to move lleft/right andd
keep tracck of the position by cou
unting encodeer stripes.
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Figure 10. Completee Apparatus with Linear Encoderr (Labs 8-111)

Lab 9
Program
mming Objecttive: Practicee working with
w functionns and structuures in C.
Project Objective:
O
Command thee servomotorrs to control the launch aangle and reloader.
PPP 9.1:: Write a pro
ogram in Dev
v-C++ to com
mpute an arrray of servoangles requiired to hit sixx
targets, given
g
an arraay of target distances
d
(usse linkage kinnematics andd calibrationn from Lab 55).
PPP 9.2:: Compose a sketch in Arduino
A
C to control the llauncher andd reloader. B
By pushing
buttons on
o the RoMeeo, students can
c move the launcher leeft/right/up/ddown and shhoot/reload.
Lab 10
Program
mming Objecttive: Practice serial inpu
ut/output in M
MATLAB annd Arduino C.
Project Objective:
O
Im
mplement serrial commun
nication betw
ween MATL
LAB and Ardduino C.
PPP 10.1
1: Write a MATLAB
M
scrript and Ardu
uino C sketcch to transmit/receive the target
coordinattes.
PPP 10.2
2: Compose a sketch in Arduino
A
C to
o for the finaal competitioon. The setup
up function
should reeceive the tarrget coordin
nates from th
he serial portt, and use traajectory physsics and linkkage
kinematics to compu
ute the requirred launch an
ngles/servoaangles to hit the targets. T
The loop
function should move/aim/shoot//reload six tiimes and retuurn the launcher to the hhome positioon.
Lab 11
Program
mming Objecttive: Final debugging.
d
Students can opt to make a MATLAB
B GUI (Fig. 11)
for their project,
p
but this is not reequired.
Project Objective:
O
Demonstrate a working seet of code to qualify for the competittion.
PPP: No
one. Prepare for the comp
petition.

Figure 11. MATLAB GUI for acquiring
a
an
nd transmittting target coordinates
ults
4. Resu
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We have completed two
t offering
gs of our new
w course withh 144 studennts enrolled in Spring 20014
and 28 sttudents enrollled in Fall 2014.
2
The Faall 2014 offeering was ouur first ever F
Fall semester
offering of
o our introd
ductory prog
gramming co
ourse, and 400% of the stuudents were repeating thhe
course. In
n future yearrs, we anticipate that thee class sizes will equalizee at least som
mewhat betw
ween

fall and spring. At the time of writing, we have 133 students enrolled in the course in Spring
2015.
Prior to Spring 2010, our students took a programming course covering MATLAB and C from
the Computer Science Department. In Spring 2010, the Mechanical Engineering Department
integrated programming instruction (primarily in MATLAB) into a second-semester freshman
design course.8,9 Half of the lectures in this course were devoted to engineering physics and
design topics, including electricity and magnetism, electronic circuits, sensors, actuators,
microcontrollers, mechanisms, and manufacturing. The students worked in teams of four to
design, build, and program an autonomous robot that could complete specified tasks in an endof-semester competition. The project utilized Arduino microcontrollers, but students were given
very little formal instruction in C programming, and the Arduino code required for the project
was basically provided to the students. Weekly labs were divided between MATLAB (1 hour)
and project-related topics (2 hours). Students completed both programming assignments and
design project assignments, which built on design methodology, communication, and teamwork
skills introduced in the first-semester design course. Course evaluation data for this prior version
of the course are shown in Table 2 (shaded columns). The student comments indicated that the
course was overloaded with content and that the workload was too high for the number of
credits. In addition, feedback from students and instructors in our junior-year Mechatronics
sequence indicated that this version of the course did not develop programming skills sufficient
for the Mechatronics project.
Our new programming course discussed in this paper was designed to address the above
concerns. By focusing on programming while retaining a hands-on project, we have improved
student response to the course evaluation statements “Learned a great deal” and “Overall
effective course” as shown in Table 2 (unshaded columns). We feel that the Spring 2014
numbers, which are just below the best ratings (Spring 2012) of the previous version of the
course, were impacted by the fact that the project and assignments were in development
throughout the semester. We are very pleased with the Fall 2014 numbers, which on the one
hand may have been positively impacted by the much smaller class size, but on the other hand
may have been negatively impacted by the large percentage of students repeating the course.
Table 2. Comparison of Student Course Evaluations

Statement
Learned great deal
Overall effective course

Spring
2010

Spring
2011

Spring
2012

Spring
2013

Spring
2014

Fall
2014

71
responses

77
responses

93
responses

85
responses

71
responses

14
responses

4.65
4.49

4.44
4.34

4.94
4.83

4.48
4.31

4.91
4.82

5.14
5.29

(6 = strongly agree, 5 = agree, 4 = mildly agree, 3 = mildly disagree, 2 = disagree, 1 = strongly disagree)
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At the end of both the Spring 2014 and Fall 2014 semesters, we administered an internal survey
to assess student perceptions of the course and programming in general. Average student
responses to several statements are shown in Table 3. Statements 1 (“I liked having a project in
this class”) and 3 (“I am a better programming because of the project”) received the highest
average ratings, and affirm our decision to keep a project in the course. Students agreed that
learning two different programming languages helped make them better programmers (statement
4). Statement 5 (“Learning MATLAB first made it easier to learn C”) received the lowest
average rating of any of the statements. It is unclear whether students thought that it would have
been better to learn C first, or if their responses merely indicated that they found C to be difficult
and did not think it helped to learn MATLAB first. The high average rating for statement 7 (“I
am convinced that engineers need to know how to program”) affirms our strategy to utilize
engineering-relevant problems with a hands-on application. Although we do not have the
corresponding quantitative data for the pure programming class our student took prior to Fall
2010, comments from the student course evaluations consistently indicated that programming
was not perceived to be relevant to engineering.
In the internal survey, students were also asked, “How do you think Mechanical Engineering
students should learn to program?” 85% of the Spring 2014 students and 80% of the Fall 2014
students chose the response “In a class like ME EN 1010 with ME applications, microcontrollers,
and a mechanical project.” The other answer choice was “In a pure programming course taught
by the CS department.”
Table 3. Student Survey Results
Statement
1. I liked having a project in this class
2. I enjoyed the competition aspect of the project
3. I am a better programmer because of the project
4. Learning two different languages (MATLAB and C)
made me a better programmer
5. Learning MATLAB first made it easier to learn C
6. The lectures and labs were well synchronized
7. I am convinced that engineers need to know how to
program
8. The Arduinos and Makeblocks were key to my
appreciation of the engineering applications of
programming
9. I enjoy programming
10. I would be interested in taking another programming
class as an elective

Spring 2014

Fall 2014

116 responses

20 responses

4.40
3.88
4.35

4.20
4.00
4.25

3.90

4.15

3.43
3.58

3.50
3.90

4.07

4.15

3.85

3.95

3.63

3.95

3.46

3.50
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(5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 2 = disagree, 1 = strongly disagree)

In addition to the course evaluation and survey data, we have also been able to assess the
effectiveness of our new course by comparing student performance on exams. This is slightly
complicated by the fact that we revised the exam structure when we revised the course. In the
previous version of the course, there were no midterm exams and the final exam covered both
the design/engineering physics content and MATLAB. In Table 4, we report exam averages and
standard deviations for the MATLAB portion of these final exams for Spring 2010-Spring 2013.
In our revised course, we have one midterm exam, which covers basic MATLAB programming
through loops, and a final exam, which covers both MATLAB (midterm topics plus image
processing, but not serial communication or GUIs) and C. Table 4 also shows midterm and final
exam data for the Spring 2014 and Fall 2014 offerings of the revised course. With the exception
of the Fall 2014 final exam, the exam averages are higher for the revised course, which is to be
expected given that the programming instruction nearly doubled and all lab/homework/project
assignments were focused on programming.
In a couple of years when the students who have taken our programming course are enrolled in
our junior-level Mechatronics sequence, we plan to administer additional surveys to assess how
well the students feel at that time about their programming preparation and retention. We can
also compare the performance of the students who have taken our programming course vs.
transfer students who have taken programming courses elsewhere, though there are many factors
that can cause disparity in performance between those two groups.
Table 4. Comparison of Exam Scores

Semester
Spring 2010
Spring 2011
Spring 2012
Spring 2013
Spring 2014
Fall 2014

Number
of
Students
87
99
118
131
141/120
26/23

MATLAB Final
Average Std Dev
72.6
13.8
65.9
22.0
77.0
17.0
54.3
24.1

MATLAB Midterm
Average Std Dev

82.9
87.3

11.8
16.0

MATLAB
and C Final
Average Std Dev

81.3
73.7

17.1
21.4

5. Conclusions
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In conclusion, we have developed an integrated project-driven programming course for teaching
Mechanical Engineering students MATLAB and C. The lectures, labs, assignments, and project
are all purposefully integrated and synchronized to prepare students for the final competition,
while demonstrating key engineering applications of computer programming, which include both
real-time interactive control of a mechatronic device, and offline analysis/calibration/
optimization of the engineering physics of said device. Results to date indicate an increase in
both programming competency and student satisfaction with the learning experience.

The unique mechatronic project used in this course would not have been nearly as manageable or
practical without the recent emergence of affordable all-in-one microcontrollers such as the
Arduino RoMeo, and companies such as Makeblock, whose variety and compatibility of
mechatronic parts is perfectly suited for our application. A challenge for this course in the future
will be to decide whether or not we keep doing the exact same project year after year. Ideally, we
would like to make incremental changes to the project on a yearly basis that would require only
minor modifications to the lab handouts and project programming problems, but would be
sufficient to discourage students from reusing code from prior years.
One of the key features of this course is that it teaches students to program in both in MATLAB
and C, and in that order. We feel that this is suitable for our program since our introductory
programming course is followed by a sophomore-level Numerical Methods course that covers
advanced MATLAB topics, and our students also have the option of taking a technical elective in
engineering applications of object-oriented programming. Due to the nature of the projects in
our junior-level Mechatronics sequence and our Senior Design sequence, we feel that it is
essential for our students to learn C programming so as not to limit what they can do with the
Arduino microcontroller. In the future, once students who have taken our new course reach
Mechatronics and Senior Design, we will be better able to assess the effectiveness of the Arduino
C instruction.
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